
MARCH 5 - 6, 2020 || Calgary, Alberta

ALBERTA HEALTHY 
COMMUNITIES SYMPOSIUM

Strengthening Our Roots, 
Growing Our Impact



Communities ChooseWell is a provincial program of 
the Alberta Recreation and Parks Association, funded by 

Alberta Health, that supports communities across the 
province to create programs, partnerships, places and/or 

policies that foster healthy eating and active living among 
community members. Communities ChooseWell offers 

funding, resources, recognition, learning and networking 
opportunities, and more to enhance the ability of 

local community wellness champions
 to take action to improve healthy living in 

their communities. 

REGISTRATION OPENS11:30 am

2:00-2:30 pm

2:45-3:30 pm

WELCOME & ELDER BLESSING 
- ELDER EDMEE COMSTOCK

ENERGIZER - POWWOW LESSONS WITH 
SPIKE EAGLESPEAKER JR.

BREAKOUT 1
COMMUNICATING IN 
A MODERN WORLD 

1:15-2:00 pm OPENING KEYNOTE - DOUG GRIFFITHS

LUNCH 12:00 - 1:00 pm

1:00 -1:15 pm

2:30-2:45 pm TRANSITION BREAK

BREAKOUT 2
ASSET MAPPING: 
WHAT HAVE YOU 
DONE WITH YOUR 
SENIORS LATELY?

3:45-4:45 pm

BREAKOUT 3
COMMUNITY CAPITALS: 
BUILDING CAPACITY IN 

YOUR COMMUNITY

BREAKOUT 4
GET CREATIVE: 

HOW TO MAXIMIZE 
YOUR RESOURCES

3:30-3:45 pm NUTRITION BREAK

THURSDAY MARCH 5

4:45 pm ELDER BLESSING 

NORTH/CENTRE

NORTH/CENTRE

NORTH/CENTRE

NORTH/CENTRE

NORTH SOUTH

NORTH SOUTH

NORTH/CENTRE
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FRIDAY MARCH 6
7:00-8:00 am

8:00-9:00 am

10:30-12:00 pm

4:30 pm

SUNRISE YOGA CLASS (OPTIONAL, ALL LEVELS WELCOME)

BREAKFAST & NETWORKING

IGNITING COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS WITH 
DESIGN - FACILITATED SESSION SPONSORED 
BY ALBERTA BLUE CROSS IN COLLABORATION 
WITH THE DESIGN LAB

10:00-10:30 am NUTRITION BREAK

9:00-9:15 am OPENING REMARKS & ELDER BLESSING

9:15-10:00 am FAST & FURIOUS SESSION - FOUR MINI 
PRESENTATIONS TO OPEN OUR MINDS, 
SPARK IDEAS, AND KICKSTART DAY TWO! 

12:00-1:00 pm LUNCH - SPONSORED BY ALBERTA BLUE CROSS

1:00-1:45 pm

BREAKOUT 5
LEARNINGS 

FROM 
THE LAND: A 

FIRESIDE CHAT

BREAKOUT 6
AMPLIFYING YOUR 

IMPACT

BREAKOUT 7
LET’S TALK

PARTNERSHIPS, 
COALITIONS, AND 
COLLABORATIONS

1:45-2:00 pm TRANSITION BREAK

2:00-3:15 pm LET’S TALK ABOUT GROWING OUR COMMUNITY 
IMPACT TOGETHER - FACILITATED NETWORKING SESSION 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT UNIT 

3:15-3:30 pm NUTRITION BREAK

3:30-4:30 pm CLOSING KEYNOTE - MARK QUATTROCCHI

CLOSING REMARKS & ELDER BLESSING

WILLOW ROOM

NORTH/CENTRE

NORTH/CENTRE

NORTH/CENTRE

NORTH/CENTRE

NORTH CENTRESOUTH

NORTH/CENTRE

NORTH/CENTRE

NORTH/CENTRE

NORTH/CENTRE
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HEALTHY COMMUNITIES 
IN A CHANGING WORLD

PRESENTER: DOUG GRIFFITHS
SESSION DESCRIPTION:
Change is coming at us at a faster pace 
everyday and the desire to build healthy
communities is more important than it 
has ever been. Fundamental to building healthy 
communities is understanding how the world is changing 
so that we can address our challenges and capitalize on 
new opportunities. This opening keynote session will push 
you to consider the next frontier in community building.

SPEAKER BIO:
Doug retired from politics in January 2015 to actively pursue 
his passion of helping communities, organizations and 
businesses grow stronger. In his best-selling book, 13 Ways 
ɽɁ�¶ȈȢȢ�ťɁʍɨ�:ɁȴȴʍȶȈɽʰӗ�AɁʍǼ�ȈǁǉȶɽȈˎǉɰ�ƺȃƃȢȢǉȶǼǉɰ�ƃȶǁ�
opportunities that all of our communities are presented 
with. The lessons that come from the stories he shares are 
applicable to all types of communities, including towns, 
organizations, and businesses. 

He asserts our biggest challenge is not for lack of planning, 
rather we need a change in perspective and attitude. Doug 
helps communities identify factors that are holding them 
back from reaching their full potential. Once the issue is 
ɥȈȶɥɁȈȶɽǉǁӗ�ȃǉ�ɰɽɨƃɽǉǼȈ˃ǉɰ�ʥȈɽȃ�ɽȃǉȴ�ɽɁ�ˎȶǁ�ƃ�ɰɁȢʍɽȈɁȶ�ƃȶǁ�
overcome their obstacles. Then, he helps to build them up 
ƃȶǁ�ʥɁɨȟɰ�ʥȈɽȃ�ɽȃǉȴ�ɽɁ�ˎȶǁ�ɽȃǉȈɨ�ɥƃɽȃʥƃʰ�ɽɁ�ɰʍƺƺǉɰɰӝ�

Doug’s passion lies in building strong communities. He 
ˎɨȴȢʰ�ƹǉȢȈǉʤǉɰ�ɽȃƃɽ�ʥȈɽȃȈȶ�ɰɽɨɁȶǼ�ƺɁȴȴʍȶȈɽȈǉɰ�ȢǉƃǁǉɨɰȃȈɥ�
can succeed, businesses can prosper, and individuals can 
live a great quality of life.
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INDIGENOUS SPOTLIGHT

ELDER EDMEE COMSTOCK 
SPEAKER BIO
Elder Edmee Comstock is the youngest of 17 children 
from one of the most important historical families of the 
Red River Settlement. Her great grandfather was John 
Bruce (JeanBaptiste Bruce), the 1st president of the Métis 
Provisional Government at the Red River Colony. Louis Riel 
was his secretary. 

Edmee considers herself blessed to be raised in a 
traditional Métis family with a strong work ethic and sense 
of community, spirituality, and belonging. She generously 
shares her cultural teachings, Michif language and history 
through various educational outreach programs for youth 
and families. Wearing her Métis sash with great pride, she is 
now a well-respected elder and a beloved representative of 
the Bruce clan of the Red River Colony. In 2012, Edmee was 
the recipient of the Queen Elizabeth Diamond Jubilee Medal 
for her work in the community.

POWWOW LESSONS WITH SPIKE EAGLESPEAKER JR.
Spike Eaglespeaker Jr. is an accomplished singer, drummer, 
and dancer from the Siksika Nation. He has received many 
internationally recognized awards and is currently a member 
of the singer and dancing group, the Blackfoot Confederacy.  
Spike is a dedicated community champion who uses culture, 
recreation, and sport to improve the wellness of his Nation. 
Join Spike in this culturally themed Energizer that will give 
you a new appreciation of the power of song and dance.  

WRITE YOUR 
IDEAS HERE!
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THURSDAY SESSIONS

BREAKOUT SESSION 1: COMMUNICATING IN A MODERN 
WORLD WITH DOUG GRIFFITHS
Community engagement has always been important, but it has never 
been more challenging. We all need to talk to our communities effectively 
to ensure our long term success. This session will explore changing 
mindsets in today’s world, how to engage people more constructively, 
and how to encourage them to adapt to challenges effectively.

BREAKOUT SESSION 2: ASSET MAPPING: WHAT HAVE YOU 
DONE WITH YOUR SENIORS LATELY? FIRESIDE CHAT
According to the Government of Alberta, our population of adults over the 
age of 65 is expected to double in the next two decades. This shift gives 
us the opportunity to map out our assets, while discovering new ways to 
support and encourage older adult involvement. What better way to learn 
than from communities who have already embarked on this journey? In 
this session you will hear from local communities working on inclusive 
initiatives for seniors and you will also have the chance to ask questions in 
this interactive session. 

BREAKOUT SESSION 3: COMMUNITY CAPITALS: BUILDING 
CAPACITY IN YOUR COMMUNITY - JULIE FRIESEN
All communities have assets that link to each other. In working together, 
these characteristics and resources help develop synergies that support 
communities as they grow and invest in a sustainable future. This session 
will give participants a glimpse into understanding how the Community 
Capital Framework can help shape a successful community.

BREAKOUT SESSION 4: GET CREATIVE: HOW TO MAXIMIZE 
YOUR RESOURCES - PANEL
Many of us have heard stories of how communities have creatively 
leveraged their assets to make positive change. Have you ever wondered 
how they achieved these accomplishments? Come check out this session! 
Four community champions from across the province will share their 
success stories and explain how they had to think outside of the box 
when using their assets - whether it be a facility, partnerships, or the 
talent within their community. This conversational session will encourage 
questions from the audience and will leave you feeling inspired to 
be a changemaker as well.
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FRIDAY AM SESSIONS

FAST AND FURIOUS PRESENTATIONS
Day two will kickstart with four mini-keynote speakers sharing community 
stories and diverse perspectives. Topics will range from courage to 
coalitions to allyship & more! 

COLLABORATION TO ADVANCE HEALTHY EATING IN RECREATION 
SETTINGS - LISA MCLAUGHLIN, PROGRAM MANAGER AT 
COMMUNITIES CHOOSEWELL
This session will describe the collaboration across multiple provincial 
organizations that are driving efforts to change eating environments in 
Alberta’s recreation settings.

ALLYSHIP - TIM FOX , VICE-PRESIDENT OF INDIGENOUS RELATIONS 
AT THE CALGARY FOUNDATION
Join Tim, a proud member of the Kainai Nation, for his presentation on 
allyship and what being an ally could mean to you. 

WORK WITH WHAT YOU HAVE - TEREE HOKANSON, HEALTHY 
COMMUNITIES FACILITATOR AT HEALTHIER TOGETHER
Our community assets, skills and talents create the foundation for our 
actions and offer a springboard for spin off activities.

COURAGEOUS AND CAPABLE - JANICE KRAEMER FROM EARLY 
CHILDHOOD COALITIONS ALBERTA (ECCA)
Janice will share the story of ECCA and how they grew their coalition from 
a few communities to over 100 across Alberta with small, courageous 
steps.
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FRIDAY AM SESSIONS CONTINUED

ALBERTA BLUE CROSS SESSION
As part of Alberta Blue Cross’ dedication to empower healthy and vibrant 
individuals, workplaces and communities, and their efforts to strengthen 
partnerships in support of wellness in our communities, we have joined 
forces with the Design Lab at Alberta Health Services. Through this 
partnership we hope to grow your impact. As your partner in wellness, we 
look forward to growing with you in our session.

SESSION: IGNITING COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS WITH DESIGN
FACILITATED BY: ALI ABID, DESIGN LAB & CRYSTAL CORRIGAN, 
ALBERTA BLUE CROSS
Co-designing solutions for diverse populations is an achievable goal 
if community members, organizations and municipalities work 
collaboratively. Join this workshop to learn practical design skills that will 
build empathy, widen perspectives and crowd-source meaningful ideas 
from a diverse group. Come prepared for an interactive and fun session, 
ˎȢȢǉǁ�ʥȈɽȃ�ǉǹǹǉƺɽȈʤǉ�ɽɁɁȢɰ�ʰɁʍ�ƺƃȶ�ȈȴɥȢǉȴǉȶɽ�Ȉȶ�ʰɁʍɨ�ǁƃʰӸɽɁӸǁƃʰ�ɥɨƃƺɽȈƺǉɰӝ

ABOUT THE AHS DESIGN LAB
The Design Lab helps communities tackle complex challenges through 
human-centred design. Our specialties include co-designing solutions, 
enhancing user experience and creating shared value. We do so by 
ȶƃʤȈǼƃɽȈȶǼ�ǁȈǹˎƺʍȢɽ�ɽɁɥȈƺɰӗ�ǁǉɰȈǼȶȈȶǼ�ƺɨǉƃɽȈʤǉ�ƃȶǁ�ȈȶƺȢʍɰȈʤǉ�ʥɁɨȟɰȃɁɥɰӗ�
and helping others pinpoint opportunities to kick-start change. We are 
powered by Alberta Health Services to work broadly throughout the 
health and care landscape.

Follow us on Twitter and Instagram : @Design4AHS, LinkedIn: AHS Design 
Lab

A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ALBERTA BLUE CROSS FOR 
SPONSORING OUR FRIDAY LUNCH!
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FRIDAY PM SESSIONS

BREAKOUT SESSION 5: LEARNINGS FROM THE LAND: A 
FIRESIDE CHAT
In June 2019, ARPA, in collaboration with Indigenous Elders from across 
Alberta and organizational partners including the Boys and Girls Club 
Calgary (BGCC) and Miskanawah, hosted a 4-day culture camp on the 
land in Treaty 7. The goal of this camp was to create social and cultural 
capacity for Elders, Helpers, and urban Indigenous youth. This session 
will share the learnings from this culture camp, highlight successes, and 
demonstrate how different organizations and people from across many 
cultures can come together to help create resilience and grow recreation 
in our communities.

BREAKOUT SESSION 6: AMPLIFYING YOUR IMPACT - TEREE 
HOKANSON & STEPHANIE PATTERSON
How is your project making an impact? Join us in a discussion to learn 
more about how rural communities are capturing and evaluating that 
elusive impact. How community connections, assets and strengths can 
be harnessed for greater impact. Share your thoughts and ideas on what 
impact really means to communities and learn from each other.

BREAKOUT SESSION 7: LET’S TALK PARTNERSHIPS, 
COALITIONS AND COLLABORATIONS - PANEL
Creating and growing partnerships can be a challenge for many 
ƺɁȴȴʍȶȈɽȈǉɰӝ�Ýȶ�ɽȃǉ�ːȈɥ�ɰȈǁǉӗ�ƺɁɁɥǉɨƃɽȈʤǉ�ʥɁɨȟ�ƺƃȶ�ƃȢɰɁ�ƹǉ�ƃ�ȃʍǼǉ�
strength in growing your community’s impact. Ever wondered where to 
get started on forming partnerships? Or questioned the need for a strong 
coalition in your community? Join us for this panel session that features 
four champions who have seen great success through collaborations both 
large- and small-scale.  

LET’S TALK ABOUT GROWING OUR COMMUNITY 
IMPACT TOGETHER:  FACILITATED BY THE COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT UNIT
In this open dialogue session, participants will both choose and 
collectively discuss: opportunities, how to overcome challenges, how 
to create positive energy, strengths and ideas around helping enhance 
capacity and growing prosperous communities.

ABOUT THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT UNIT
The Government of Alberta’s Community Development Unit offers 

facilitation, public engagement, community collaboration, and learning 
ƃȶǁ�ǁǉʤǉȢɁɥȴǉȶɽ�ɰǉɨʤȈƺǉɰ�ɽɁ�ȶɁȶӸɥɨɁˎɽ�ɁɨǼƃȶȈ˃ƃɽȈɁȶɰӗ�ɰɽƃǹǹ�ƃȶǁ�

volunteers, and the community as a whole. They offer a variety of session 
types including building community capacity, partnerships, 

fund development, planning and more. 

TO LEARN MORE VISIT: 
HTTPS://WWW.ALBERTA.CA/COMMUNITY-DEVELOPMENT-UNIT.ASPX
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GET DOING: SMALL 
STEPS LEAD TO BIG IMPACTS

PRESENTER: MARK QUATTROCCHI
SESSION DESCRIPTION:
In this humbling session, Mark will share 
how audiences of all ages can start taking 
steps to make the world a better place by 
acting today.

In June 2014, Mark set out on an ambitious global adventure—
cycling across the world from China to Canada. Mark was a 
teacher and passionate about education, so he decided to partner 
up with the WE movement and set out to raise money to build 
schools in developing countries. He volunteered in communities 
ƃȢɁȶǼ�ɽȃǉ�ʥƃʰ�ƃȶǁ�Ȉȶ�ɽȃǉ�ǉȶǁ�ǹʍȶǁɨƃȈɰǉǁ�ǉȶɁʍǼȃ�ɽɁ�ƹʍȈȢǁ�ˎʤǉ�
schoolhouses in WE Villages partner communities.

During his journey, Mark connected with people and listened 
to incredible stories of challenge and accomplishment around 
the world. Mark learned from these stories that each of us has 
the ability to enact change. Through stories of his struggles 
on the road, as well as modern day and historic examples of 
changemakers, Mark suggests that it’s easier than we think to 
make the world a better place. Making a difference doesn’t mean 
that you must ride a bicycle around the world. Instead, Mark 
breaks down how our individual talents and small acts can have a 
massive impact on the issues we care about most within our own 
communities, countries and beyond.

SPEAKER BIO:
One of the most ambitious travellers of his generation, in 2014 
Mark Quattrocchi completed a teaching position in China and 
set out on a modern-day odyssey. Taking only his bicycle and the 
few things he could carry, Mark began an extraordinary continent-
spanning journey. From China, he charted a path through more 
ɽȃƃȶ�љѕ�ƺɁʍȶɽɨȈǉɰӗ�ʥȈɽȶǉɰɰȈȶǼ�ˎɨɰɽȃƃȶǁ�ɽȃǉ�ǉȶǁʍɨȈȶǼ�ǹɁɨƺǉ�ɽȃƃɽ�Ȉɰ�
humanity while experiencing countless new and diverse cultures.

ÇɁʥӗ�ǉɧʍȈɥɥǉǁ�ʥȈɽȃ�ɰɽɁɨȈǉɰ�Ǽƃɽȃǉɨǉǁ�ǹɨɁȴ�ƃƺɨɁɰɰ�ˎʤǉ�ƺɁȶɽȈȶǉȶɽɰ�
and over 35,000 kilometres, Mark is ready to share his learnings 
with the world. 
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THANK YOU!

Thank you for joining us and a special thanks 
to all our partners!

Powered By:
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MULTI-COLOR LOGO VERSION ON WHITE BACKGROUND

A special thank you to Alberta Health Services’ Healthier 
Together and Design Lab, and the Government of Alberta’s 

Community Development Unit for their contributions to 
this event!
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